The wikis of the TELEMAC-MASCARET suite of solvers

These wikis will give us the opportunity to build the on-line documentation of the TELEMAC system and its modules.

A word of caution about these wikis

A word of caution as you read through these wikis: they are not always as up-to-date as we'd like these to be. In other words, there is still a lot that the TELEMAC-MASCARET system can do that isn't yet covered in these wikis.

So feel free to consider contributing a section if you had to learn through the use of an existing feature without documentation so the next person looking for that information won't have to go through the same thing.

: Thank you from the Consortium.

Principal Documentation

- Installation notes
- Documentation v7p2r3
- Documentation v7p3r0
- Documentation v7p3r1
- Documentation v8p0r0
- Documentation v8p1r0
- Documentation v8p1r1

Old manuals (deprecated)

- User manuals
- New version features
- Reference manuals
- Theoretical notes
- Programming Guide

Other documentations

- SVN source code repository for TELEMAC
- Common usages of SVN
- Python for TELEMAC
- OtherDocs:Pre-requisites
- OtherDocs:Configuration files

Contributors, moderators and admin tools

(restricted access)

- The OpenTELEMAC continuous integration server (CIS)
- The OpenTELEMAC forum for moderators and admin